
Cane farms & harvesting enterprise

Commercial Farming

238 Davidson Road, Tully, Qld 4854

496 m²Floor Area: 187.96ha (464.46 acres)
(approx)
Land Area:

Sold

Contact Agent
Sold: Tue 19-Oct-21

Property Description

Land area: 187.96Ha approx
160Ha approx productive land
Harvesting enterprise as well

Colliers Cairns offers for sale eight freehold properties located in Euramo approximately
13km south of Tully. The substantial cane farming enterprise spans over three separate
areas which are available in one line or in part. The properties are for sale by Expressions
of Interest.

Running adjacent to the Tully River, the properties are positioned close to the Bruce
Highway and total over 187.96Ha*. Based on crop mapping, the established farming land
incorporates approximately 160Ha of productive land with the balance of the land
comprising headlands, roadways, residential dwellings, machinery, storage, and
workshops.

Lot 1 CWL2260 - 9.79Ha* SOLD
Lot 1 CWL2641 - 10.26Ha*
Lot 2 CWL2641 - 11.60Ha*
Lot 6 CWL2643 - 23.76Ha*
Lot 1 SP131209 - 101.80Ha* SOLD
Lot 4 SP131209 - 2.00Ha* SOLD
Lot 5 RP707431 - 7.41Ha* SOLD
Lot 6 RP712366 - 21.34Ha* SOLD

The residential improvements to the land are positioned to the north of Davidson Road
which comprise two residential dwellings plus an aged Queenslander structure. The main
residence is a 1970's built 5-bedroom, 2-bathroom home. The second residence is a 1975
built fibrous cement built 3-bedroom, 1-bathroom home.

The harvesting enterprise comprises modern plant and equipment including track harvester,
tractors, bin trailers, maintenance vehicle and fuel trailer. The harvesting business currently
cuts the subject property plus other farmers within the group. SOLD

Features:

-Total land area of approximately 187.96Ha
-160Ha* of productive land
-Multiple improvements across several titles
-Established harvesting enterprise SOLD
-Positioned in close proximity to the Bruce Highway
-Roadways, sheds and workshops already in place
-Multiple titles and harvesting enterprise available as a package, individually or in
combination

Stacey Quaid
0418773258

Colliers - Cairns
35 Lake Street, Cairns City Qld 4870

www.realcommercial.com.au/503772082
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With the substantially reliable rainfall area, this property would suit the continuation of cane
farming operations and possibly other intensive agriculture uses. 238 Davidson Road,
Euramo via Tully is offered for sale by Expressions of Interest. For more information,
contact Stacey Quaid on 0418 773 258.

*approximately

All information contained herein is gathered from sources we believe to be
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